From: Ferebee. I

I would like to state that the circular dated the 29 February 2012 was the first indication we had received in relationship to this consultation. This circular arrived on the 3rd April over 1 month after its issue date, and after the closure of the initial consultation period.

with regard to the actual development proposal for the morden assembly hall, i must strongly object for a number of reasons identified below.

1 There is insufficient parking facilities to support the combined use of grand drive shops, the Beverly pub, the baptist church and the assembly hall itself. In fact recent use of the assembly hall has resulted in turning lower morden lane in to a one way road due to overflow parking on both sides of said road.

2 A previous attempt to develop this site was dropped due to pressure following a public meeting in the assembly halls which gave a better indication of the residents opinion than is likely to result from this current form of consultation. It is unclear why this issue is being raised again other than in the hope that residents opinions are not as readily voiced.